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At the time of writing this, the world in general is in chaos. The silliness of people here in New

Zealand (leading up to an election) is no match for the wars, bombings and airliners vanishing and

crashing in the northern hemisphere. If we as dowsers have any doubts about what we are told by

the establishment media, then simply dowse for the truth. But we must have knowledge of the history

of these events or a working knowledge of a subject before we can get accurate answers.

Russia is legislating to ban all genetically modified (GM) food from its territories, which, puts the

Russians into direct conflict with multi-national seed companies whose stated aim is to gain control of

the world’s food supply. To put GM food into perspective, the following tale has been circulating for

some time. Iin Russia, the peasants have grown potatoes for many generations and there has always

been a race between the peasants and the wild pigs when the crop was ready to harvest. Then they

planted GM potatoes and the pigs were not interested in the potatoes. As dowsers we must for our

own health check food for contamination by GM products and then analyse the GM product to

discover why the pigs won’t eat it.

Like many of my generation I have been intrigued by science fiction films, such as ‘Star Wars’ and

‘Person of Interest’. ‘Star Wars’ brings the mind the UFO question in that it asks who is watching us

and why ? And have our scientists built UFOs which are flying while we are kept in the dark? The

multitude of satellites orbiting our beautiful planet, deserve questioning. Surely not all of these are for

communications, TV or surveillance. There have been reports from time to time of people being

disturbed by microwave or laser beams from space.

Instead of getting despondent over what is happening in the world, the pressure on our food chain

and health and the misinformation we get from politicians and the media, we must take heart from

people like Ramon Grace who has generously taught us his methods of clearing water, which can be

applied to most pollution.

The late Syd Siriett had a book by a New Zealand healer by the name of Colin Lambert, who while

not a dowser himself, taught many people, some of these use the pendulum. A quote from the last

chapter in Colin’s book ‘You Too Can Heal’ reads: ‘Do not worship Jesus, but worship the deeds he

did.’ Food for thought!
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